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2. DESCRIPTION Of TEST SPECIMEN 
2.1 Over-All Dimensions 
over-all dimensions test frame are 
7 
in Fig. 20 i 
whi le the center-to-center dimensions are given in Fig- 2.2. The center-
to-center span was 33 in. and the height from the top of the base girder 
to the centerline of the beam was 1605 in. 
The frame was fixed at the bottom by a 3 by 6-10. reinforced 
concrete section. This base girder was kept firmly tied down during the 
tests. 
The beam was perforated by two holes, symmetrica11y located with 
respect to the mid-span, measuring 1 3/8 in. in diameter. These holes were 
used in appJying the lateral loads. 
The cross-sectional dimensions for the beam and the columns were 
3 by 3 in. When used 9 the brick wall fitted tightly against the frame and 
was 7/8 in. thick. 
2.2 The Controlled Variables 
Two major variables were included in the experimental program: 
(a) Frames with and without filler wall 
(b) fraMes with different strengths (by varying the amount of 
reinforcement) 
The following table indicates the general plan of the tests and the 
specimens which can be compared directly with each other to study the effect 
8 
of the filler wall or the aMOunt of 
Wi TH 
0" PF2 
F3, ,IF8 
F2 
2.3 
All fraMe sections for 
nforcement were reinforced th four Oe177-in. 
round (As B 0.0245 sq. in. per ba bars. 
Frames with 2.2% reinforcement had ght 0.177-in. round bars. 
Only a few stirrups were used for the purpose of tying and keeping 
the reinforcement in place. Their locations are shown in Fig .. 2 .. 3, 2.5~ and 
The base girder was reinforced with four No.2 deformed bars. 
The minimum cover for the relnforceaent was 1/4 in" The arrangement 
of the reinforcement and their bending schedu1es are sho~ in fig. 203 through 
2.8. The reinforc~ent was detai led to prevent splice tal lures. 
(a) Concrete 
strength of the concrete was 5000 psi. The proportions of the mix by 
weight were 1:1:4 (c~ent:flne sand:coarse land). The water/cement ratio 
9 
was 0.71 by weighto The resulting concrete was suitable for handling, 
casting and vibrating purposes. 
Type III cement was used to attain reasonably close compressive 
strengths for di testing ages 17 to days 
Fine lake was as the f aggregate0 It a moisture 
content ranging from 1% to 3%. Sieve test results this aggregate are 
shown in Fig. 2$90 Wabash river sand was as coarse sando It had a 
moisture content ranging le5% to 3@5%. 
The sieve test results for combi aggregate are shown in 
Fig. 2~10. These sieve tests were in ASTM C136 The 
change in the moisture content was a result of using different batches of 
material without oven-drying and its consequences did not seem to have any 
particular effect on the concrete mix. 
Control specimens were prepared in advance to select the proper 
mix for the concrete. During the casting each specimen six 4 by 8-in. 
concrete cylinders and six 2 by 2 by 8-ino concrete prisms were cast alsoe 
These control specimens kept under same conditions as test specimens and 
tested on the same day for compressive strength, tensile strength, modulus 
of deformation and modulus of rupture in accordance with ASTM C39, C496 , and 
c469. 
Summary of these tests related to the testing age are shown for 
compressive strength, tensile strength, modulus 
rupture in Fig. 2&11 through 2.14. 
A representative stress-strain curve 
is shown in Fig. 2~15o 
deformation and modulus of 
the small-scale concrete 
10 
(b) Reinforcement 
square bars in frames Pfl Pf2 were cut from annealed 
8 ... 1 1 1 J s t ee 1 § A Ive stress-strain curve is steel is shown 
in fig. 2.16. 
rei Fa was cut from round 
black annealed wire of O.177-ln. diameter. Because this steel did not 
e>e h i bit a we 11 ined yield~ It WibS 
The annealed steel was aci 
remove outer 
annealed at 
solution 
for two hours .. 
muriatic acid to 
under laboratory 
conditions for a few days after acid treatment to allow for a slight rusting 
of the surfaces to improve bond. In addition, the bars were knurled 
as described below .. 
After the processes of annealing, acid-washing, and knurling, a 
considerable scatter was found in stress-strain characteristics of the 
bars. Some bars had very low yield stresses on the order of 20,000 psi. 
Consequently, each bar was tested before using it as reinforcement in the 
test Bars not having a yield stress approximately 30,000 psi 
were rejected .. As a by-product of this operation, i ion 'WilS available 
on the yield stress of every bar used in the test specimens. The typical 
5tre$s-strai~ curve for the round bars is shown in Fig. 2.17@ 
A special machine was designed and bui It to knurl bars. 
(Fig. 2 .. 18) The bars were run t~ce~t lMachine to obtain four rows 
of indentati()ns. A knurled bar is in Fige 2.19. A series ()f tests has 
been run t() shew the improvement of bend~ due to the knurling. 
imens were prepa i n F i 9. 2 ~ 20 0 
I 1 
were pu ilea 
testing machine. 
test setup and the 
against a frame i en has up from 
The slip was measured at unloaded 
picture of specimen in are 
Nine plain and ni knurled ba 
bond-slip curves are in Figs0 2$ 
the logari thm 
There was 8 wi scatter in t 
knurled bars falling below hi 
2.5 
(a) 
result 
gri p 
in Fig .. 
t 
and 2,,24~ 
in i i a 0 
bond on 
The model bricks used for fi l1er ~11s were 
common brick clay by 
G ene"a II I 11 i no is 0 
St ructura 1 C IllY 
2,,21 2 .. 22. 
for bond" average 
latter p ed against 
of curve. The 
order 40 
ured from 
of di in firing ratures& two types of 
bricks were encountered: dark and If CIO ority of bricks 
were dark colorede two types were randomly in construction of 
the masonry II 11 cont ro 1 
average dl.ensions 
These dimensions were slightly 
dark colored onesw 
the model bricks were in a scale 
a brick unit were O~53 by DeSS by i.87-in. 
r the 1 i 
~ nonmal size brick 
1 :4 G 3 9 
colored bricks than the 
12 
There were ree round holes In brick vertical to i r 
wider surfaces. 
The hd bd by 
IU eng 
to rent cOMpressive 
capping 
perpendicu 
strength of 
to an average 
rk colored brick units W.I 49 9 000 ie is value dropped 
32 p OOO Ii 00 bricks.. tests were 
made tc ne 
The average modulus of rupture dark co brick units wei 
3500 psi. This v~lue also tc an average 1500 for light 
colored bri The bri were over a of 105 in. th a vertical 
load at the middle. The 0.53-ln .. diMension was vertical. Holes were not 
taken Into account In the calculation 
Absorption of the dark co 
bricks had an absorptIon value cf 6"~9 
Bricks ~re id t~· a lingle 
the .. ,onry ~11 is shown in FI 2. 
(b) Hortllr 
section and 
The thicknesses of MOrtar joints were 0 6 13 in. for the vertic.l 
joints and 0.10 for Izontal Joints .. fine lake was as the 
aggregate to a reasonab sc. 
0.04 in. The 9 ion of I 
i II cflment was 
at an tellr'1 1 age .. 
to 
mort.f. The bl grain size ~s 
is in fig. 2.9. 
to le the specimen 
For pi let frame ( 
weight were 1 :4 (cement:fine 
weight .. For remaining test 
Th. cement:fine ratio was 
which f 
A high ratio 
eas i ly. 
1: 5 e 
tent men, were 
1 " were 2 2-in. 
priSmS for modulus of 
as the bri ck 15 in test 
The 
amens 
and 
S~a of 
for compressive It 
test results re 
1us of 
13 
ions mortar )( by 
ratio was 1 @6 7 by 
ions were changed .. 
Wilt ratio was 1 .35 .. 
it poss i b 1 e to in a MOrtar 
for mortar 
ressicn 
in each wa 11 
2 by 8~in. 
same cood it ions 
ed to testing age are shown 
results have shown that the 
between 2 and 5 weeks was 
(c) Masonry Units 
ion of a constant strength of mortar 
Three 
capacity and the 
o .... ''''"'';;a,uI\..IIIUJ h~o 
es of tests were to 
ilure 1 Masonry units 
ne 
t 
load carrying 
app 11 eo at 
different angles to the horizontal joints (3,4). Two of these speciMens 
represent direct tension and compression .. Concrete caps were cast at the 
ends or corners to make possible to ~pply 
directionlc 
The over-all dimensions of all 
2.290 Figure 2.30 and 2031 
testIng-
load on the appropriate 
mens are 
imens 
on Fig. 2.28 
casting and before 
14 
Compression mens were wi p ster of paris and were 
test on a ro 11 er in a testing ine to miniMize t possible 
effects of a horizontal 91 ng 
stee1 epoxy resin to pu 11 i ng those heads. 
Test setups are on Fig" .2,,32 - 33 
ing and crack mens tested 
crack terns are 
limi to concrete caps th which the specimens were loaded~ The 
caps can be seen in Fig- 2.30 and 2 3 $ 
nomlinal r ~ and normal stresses cr on measured 
dimensions are p ed in Fig. 2 .. 44 ent i re range r and normal 
va1ues of the normal stress. 
The mode ()f fili lure as angle of 
mortar joint vari from a - 0 to a: • 90. As would 
direct tension tests wi a - 90, fa i 1ure occurred at 
of fid lure of bond the grout and bri ck. (fig" 
For values of a ranging frOWl 21 to i 1ure 
by shearing along the horizontal joint. The cause of 
definite1y bonde o for a iii!! 48 9 
the horizontal as well as "e r t i ell 1 j 0 i n t 5 
with the 
ed, in 
joi nt as a result 
2,,43) 
occu pr i mad 1y 
fai lure was 
fa i lure to fo 1low 
a l2! 54 and 
i lure occurred n9 vertical and horizonta1 joints alternately 
for (l greater ~ cracks were observed rough 
t bri eks i rag occur in borizontal joints (Fig" 2 .. 41, 2,,42 9 and 
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direct-tension test gives a ,the 
adhesion the mortar average value of 
100 ps i uacy trend increasing T 
wi a Is also cal cement-mortar masonry. The average compressive 
st of psi 5 very hi quality masonry and is consistent 
wi the qua 1 i ties mortar used0 
The limi datta obtained at a 77.5 and 76 do not r to 
fit in the trend c imea Zelger and and Since data 
are not aVe i 1 ab 1 e in this rangef) it i rail 1 e to tests with 
a ranging from 75 to 
!It would be deduced 
to be 150 psi 0 is is a hi value even considering t hi qua 1 i ty mortar 
ascri bed to Ive dowel action 
resulting from ration of a mortar plug into the holes in the bricks. 
This would occur in full size bricks too, but the 
relatively not as effectiVl!a 
the measured st wi 
In t'WO of direct-compression tests~ the 
specimen over a five-ino gage 1 
2.6 Manuf!£turing of Specimens 
(a) Concrete 
Concrete was mixed in a pan~ixer. The form 
ration would be 
en i rig of the 
rent has 
a wood base with steel 
plate forming the sides@ The 1/4-ine cover was maintained by spacers. The 
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The concrete was vibrated internally arId externally. After allowing time 
for initial shrinkage the su 
conditions for 24 hours. Then 
was trowelled and left under laboratory 
were struck specimen was 
covered with wet burlap and po1yethylene film and cured for three days. 
later the specimen was 
(b) Brick Wall 
in t 
Bricks were id in the frame wi the frame in a horizontal 
position~ centerline brick ~11 mat centerline of the 
frame by backing the brick wall with a rigid pol yrene foam panelc A 
of paper with 5/8 by in. grids was glued on t upper of the 
polystyrene. Bricks were glued on this paper al "9 spaces between them 
for Joints. This setup is shown in Fig. 2947. Fluid mortar was poured 
on the bricks and was vibrated externally down into the joints. The surface 
of the brick wa11 was trimmed and cleaned~and the whole specimen wrapped 
with polyethylene film for 24 hour5~ The polystyrene backing was taken 
out and the specimens stacked vertically under laboratory conditions unti 1 
the testing time@ 
Control specimens for the mortar were cured under the same conditions 
as the brick ~11g 
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30 TEST SETUP AND I NSTRUMENTATI ON 
to handle five- frames as loading frame was 
well as the one-story frame in this st 
A-frame. It was fi~ed to test f 100r ord y 
It was a self contained 
stabi Ii ty. The structura 1 
sections were heavy enough to d ible deformations of the 
loading frameo The general of log frame is shown in Fig. 
301 and 392. Figure 393 shows the test specimen frame during a 
test 0 
3 .. 2 Mounting of the Specimens in the loadi!!.9... Frame 
The test specimens were held vertically bolts as shown in 
fig. 1.1 and Fig. 1.2. Horizontal movement of the test specimens was 
prevented by the channel fixed to the base member of t loading frame. 
Specimens were bedded on a hydrocal base~ 
the setting of the hydrocal. Relevant 
The bolts were tightened after 
lection ings made during the 
tests showed that this method of ~ountin9 the specimen was successful. 
These measurements indicated that the base girder of the speci_en did not 
11ft and did not move with respect to the loading frame. 
3.3 loading 
The load was app1ied on frames through the at the 1/3 
points of the beamo The Woading setup is sho~ in Fig0 3.4. The components 
of the load harness, with the exception of the yoke plate, were made of 
high-strength steel. With this arrangement the distribution of pulling 
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force over the four pull bars and therefore on loading points was equal and 
balanced. These forces were adjusted by tightening of the various rods during 
the early stages of testing. 
The main pull rod on a ring The sensitivity of 
the dynamometer was 33 lb per dial division on 
load was applied by a 30-ton center-hole ram. 
Je4 Instrumentation 
strain indicator. The 
The lection dial gages were ed by a steel cage which 
was fixed to the loading frame. The cage and the arrangement of the dial 
gages are shown in Fig. 3.5 and 306~ 
The horizontal mo~ement of the beam at its mid-height was measured 
with a 1/1000-in. dial gage bearing on corner as indicated in Fige 3&5 
(Dial No.6). Vertical movements of the frame were also measured with 
1/1000-lno dial gages. 
In the later stages of the test, the concrete on which Dial No.6 
bore spal1ed off. To continue measuring the deflection beyond this stage, 
a different arrangement was used in Frames F7 and Fa. This setup is shown 
in Fig- 307. The distortions of the inner faces of the frame were measured 
for F2 and F3~ However 9 as the results were not satisfactory, these measure-
~ents were abandonded for later testss All outside dimensions of the frames 
were measured to a 1/100-in.8ccuracy. Cracking patterns were recorded 
at each stage of the loading. After i lure, the locations of the reinforce-
ment were checked and measured. 
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4. BEHAVIOR OF THE TEST SPECIMENS 
A summary of the i ca 1 les of test specimens is shown in 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 1 es inc 1 all dimensions of the 
time of testing and the frames, the ages of concrete and the mortar at 
results of the control specimen tests. 
Three frames were test PF 1 ~ and f2. 
(a) 
first cracking was observed at the base of the columns where the 
bending moment wou1d be expected to be greater than elsewhere in the frame. 
This was 11 by cracking in the column at the beam-column connections 
as indicated in Figa 4.1. Cracking was limited to the ma~imum-moment 
sections. The mechanism which formed was a simple four-hinge mechanism 
(Fig- 4.3) with a11 p stic hinges in the columns. 
The relationship lateral load and the movement measured 
by diai 6 (Fig. 3.5) is shown in Fig. 4.2. The test was stopped when there 
was a drastic reduction in load resulting from the "popping out ll of the 
Bicompression corner li at the compression column of the frameo A photograph of the 
frame after fai lure is shown in Fig- 4.4. 
(b) Test Frame F4, p = 1.1% 
The behavior of this specimen was identical to that of PFle The 
pertinent are 5h~ in Fige 4.5 
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(c) 
The initial Bor was simi 1 r to of fr_e~ th 
amounts of rei 9 ® 4 .. At of 2000 1b, was 
a in 1 i g. 4" 1 only visib1e which could 
related to ion in load ~s crushing of the concrete in the 
compression column near the base 91 As 
the to increase s1i ly unti 1~ at apprc~imately 1600 lb, 
a sp 11 t t i ng fai lure cccu along t The 5p 1i ttl ng may 
have caused the reduction in Ing capac i ty at 2000 lb CIInd 
progressed slow from onji no positive ion of this 
phenomenon was mCllde .. FlOur hinge 
a re shown in Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 .. 
4.2 Frames With Fi l1er Walls 
Seven frames were test 
(8) Test Frame PF2, p • 0.1% 
Hair cracking was first 
ism and a of the frame 
in rei concrete frame. 
Cracks occurred in the wail suddenly and th an audible report. The load 
dropped. For this test lectioo measurements were not recorded after the 
flO rmat i en ef initial wall crack. A terminal measurement was made as 
pictures 
through 4a 17. 
frame 
Crack i lure mech~nism and the 
and after testing are shown in Fige 4.13 
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The wail crack formed in thi 
I t r sa i ned t n is j nt over approximately 
j nt from the top of the frame. 
irds of the wall (Fig. 4.13) 
and was inclined in compression rt at an angle t by vertical 
and horizontal joints. 
Simultaneously wi 
observed in the beam at the ing 
in 
nts 
wall, vertical cracks were 
These cracks, although not 
observed previoYslyv could have been cracks whi wi at 
this 
Wi the the wall crack, most of the load was 
transferred to the tension column ~ich was sti the wa 1 L A 
i lure in the tension column was followed immediately 
by a shear failure in compression columne 
(b) Test frame fl. p ~ 1.1% 
The ftom this frame are shown in Figo 4.18 through 4.228 
The Max l mum load of 3500 lb was reached wi thout any cracks bel ng observed. 
At the maximum, a crack occurred in top Ion of the wall suddenly 
with a loud 10ad to imately 3000 lb .. At a 
deflection of 0013 ine, cracks fo~ed In the compression coluan (figs 4.18) 
and In the beatft.. As the deforution Will increased further, a IIpure shear" 
fal lure occurred In the tension COlUMn followed ImMediately by hinging 
in the compression column. 
(c) 
di t F3 in only one respect. 
the compression column at a lower location 
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resulting in a sti 
fai 1ure in 
column. The 
column~ ng 
r fal lure occurred in t 
lipU re shea rBl 
compression 
(d) 
its fai lure 
The 
frame F8 
ism was 
for 
and f8. However, 
l1y di rent. 
are shoown 4.29 4.34. The wall had a 
Hmi rizont portion and was mostiy incli (Fig. 4.29). It formed 
1 y, is was fel yielding of t rei at the pu 11 
nt on the side of the tension column. There was virtually no cracking 
in the tension c01umn. Fai lure result 
compression column. 
from a shear fai lure in 
(e) 
The data for this frame are shown in Fig- 4.35 through 4.40. The 
crack pattern in this test specimen was consi rably different from that in 
the other two specimens with 2.t%rei Cracking first occurred 
in ion of continued to increase 
and additiona1 cracks formed in upper ion of 
fonmed in the upper portion Qf the wall, there was no substantial increase 
in load. Coll was r i lures in both columnsb 
(f) 
The deflection curve and crack terns for this frame are 
in Fig. 4.41 th 4.45. Horizontal cracking initi in the 
upper part of the wall. Fai 1ure ~s caused primari ly by a shear fal lure in 
tension column by plastic hinges in the ion column. 
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(9) Test Frame F6, p • 2.t% 
There were no appreciab1e differences in the behaviQr of this 
specimen from that of f5. The data are given in Fig. 4.46 through 4.51. 
5. ANALyst S Of THE TEST RESULTS 
The behavior of frames thout fi l1er walls (PFl ,:- F4 ant f2) 
was routine throughout all loading stages. The measured load-deflection 
curves and modes of fal lure were consistent with what would be expected. 
Measured and calculated load-deflection curves for the frames are shown in 
Fig. 5.1 through 5030 The methods used to calculate the loads and deflections 
at various stages are described below9 
(a) Cracking 
The response of the frame was assumed to be linea-rly elastic.-
The elastic moment distribution and the reactions are 5ho~ in Fig. 5.4 for 
a nominal lateral load of 600 1be The sections were transformed on the 
basis of the measured modulus of deformation for the concrete (Table 4.2). 
The modu1us of deformation for the steel was assumed to be 29 x 106 psi. 
The cracking moment was calculated using the expression 
and the curvature was calculated using the expression: 
where It 'is the moment of inertia of transformed section and c Is distance 
from neutral axis to the extreme far edge. The nominal maximum tensile 
stress at cracking, f, was assumed to be twenty percent greater than the 
measured splitting strength. -Lateral deflection of the upper corner of 
- tension columns of the frame (Fig. 2.2) was calculated fram the e1astic 
moment distribution. 
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(b) First Yield 
First yie 1d of the was attai when the lower ends of the 
columns developed moment corres i n 9 to the y i e 1 d cap a c i of the 
sectione The yield moment curvature were calcu} using the straight-
line formula. The of axial 1 was ignored. The load and the 
deflection were determined using the elastic moment distribution and assuming 
a constant moment inertia cor i ng to the cracked 9 trans formed sect ion. 
For test frame PFI the yield moment was smaller than the cracking 
moment. the loading harness, this 
s was not in the 1 lection curves cal ated coordinates 
for the yield point are not shown in Fig. 5.1. For test fr~ F4, the yie1d 
and cracking moments were aiso very close to other; only the cracking 
load and deflection are pl in Fig .. 5 2. 
The summary of calcul values is be low: 
Load lection 
lb in. 
PFl bQoTCrack i og load 640) 0.045 
F4 640 0.033 
F2 1250 0.038 
Since deflections were calculated on the basis of a cracked 
section throughout would be expected to exceed 
measured deflections. This appears to be elise for PFl (Fig. 5.1). 
If frame cracked at a load 400 lb as indicated by the 10ad-
deflection curve ection at yield in comparison with that 
calculated does not r to be untenable, although high. Frame 
F4 yielded at a load considerably greater than the cracking load. Conse-
quently, the agreement t measured and calculated lections is 
not surprising. No cracks were in this frame at sections away 
from the ma~imum moment sections at of loading. However, this 
does not necessari ly mean microscopic cracks were not in existence. 
(c) 
Second yield frame was attai when both top and the 
bottom ends of the column e~ceeded the yield capacity. Although the moment 
at the lower end would be ed to be s1ightly higher than the upper end 
at this stage. this difference was ignored. The load was calculated for a 
four-hinged frame (Fig. 5.5). The increase in deflection from first to 
second yi e ld was ca icu hsted by assumi ng that the frame responded as at two-
hinged frame (Fig. 5.6) in this range of loading. All sections were 
The summary of the measured and the calculated values is given below: 
load Def1ection 
Measured Calculated Measured Measured Ca4culated Measured 
lb lb Calculated in. in .. Calculated 
PFJ 970 830 1 .. 17 0.08 0.085 0 .. 94 
F4 1000 810 Ie 15 0928 0.061 4 .. 60 
F2 1800 1720 1 e05 0 .. 14 0.071 1,,97 
(d) Ultimate load 
To in ultimate of the sections, interaction 
diagrams were drawn i 9 & 5" 7) " to have t fo 110wi ng 
properties (5): 
f D 
C 
complete stress-strain relati 
calculations» recognizing 
and 2 .. 16) .. 
steel was In 
strain-ha 
ult hnate ion was calcu1 from simp 11 f i expression 
where H is r he! of co lumns and e & s ultimate rotation. 
ultimate rotation was n9 ultimate curvature 
was spread over a length equal to effective depth of the column.. The 
ultimate curvature was obtai the calculations for the interaction 
diagram" 
The summary of the measured and calculated loads and lectlons 
at ultimate are given low.. Shear stresses are given for ultimate load 
only .. 
Def1ection 
Measured Calculated Measured P v 
.;.....,.;;., ......... ........,. .......... - --my -in. in.. Calculated 2bd '[f. 
c 
PFl 1000 1000 1.00 0.56 0.74 0 .. 76 64 0.87 
F4 1070 1240 0.86 0.52 ·0.61 0.85 69 0.93 
F2 2000 2170 0 .. 92 0.54 0.43 1.26 128 L 75 
5.2 
(a) 
measur at cracking and ultimate are summari in 
Tab Ie 5 .. 1. 
28; 
frames 
The critical step in 
t h fill e r wa 11 sis 
ing st 
calculation of 
of one-story 
cracking load for the 
This discus in the fo11owing parag 
The wall and t 
the first crack occur 
fraae a single 
ing was a 
CalIPC)S i t e un it unt i 1 
in the interface 
MOrtar and t 
If frame-wa 11 COlllIllOl:&~lte is consi to be a flanged beam, 
cracking of t tension column t tension fl would require a 
lateral load of appr~ ely ~ up to this load level, 
cracking of 
t cracki ng 
for df 
wall., 
stresses In 
column as a result a~ial tension can ignored. 
r stresses in test mens corresponding to 
values are given are Hst in Table 5020 Dm 
distribution of shear stresses in the 
itites give a rough 
wall at time of 
magnitude of shear 
first crack. 
The stresses in the frame were anal by a discrete-element 
principal tensi Ie t Ique 
stresses in 
represent 
rat i 0 of t 
In si~ 
Hed to is J" fedorkiw .. 
wa 11 are in fig- 5.8 and 5,,9. The quantities shown 
magnitude incipal tensile stress at a point as a 
ma~imum principal tensi Ie stress In the walle 
iw·s anal is wau place Initial cracking two different 
lower tension corner It in between the loads. 
seven frames initial crack was at the top. 
princi tensi Ie stresses at first cracking calculated 
ing to iwDs anal is are 11 
and 
F1 "" 
... 178 
F 1 -
F5 - 110 
F6 - 200 
bond the mortar 
cracking criterion should consider the 
orientation as well as magnitude principal tensi Ie stress. 
The 
found by 
or 150 i .. 
nal r stresses calcul 
tests on masonry units for 
were all around the value 
condition of IIpure shear" 
scatter is reasonablee 
n9 capaci 
s leads to a 5i.ple way to 
test specimens. As the frame 
contributes negligibly to the shear capacity of the specimen, 108d could be 
ctlllculat by 
which gives II 
is the area 
the 
in 
x - 150 x 30 ~ 1/8 = 3940 lb 
horizontal cross-section of the wal1$ 
fai lure 
i Hty 
Ich in turn 
frame after cracking depends on 
on the relt1ltive strengths of 
different path£ to collapse by 
test 
The observed fal lure paths are shown ideally in fig. 5.10. 
As the hllter-a 1 l()1jd is i I a POSI i b i 1 i ty of the tens i on 
coluan cracking and Vie This was considered 
quantitatively in ing section. It would require rather 
columns and/or Ii very strong ~1' in stubby frames although it may be 
typical for slender 11 ~binations. For the test specimens. this 
type of fai lure was quite unlikely was not observed .. 
11 the load transmitted to the wall il high enough, a crack wi 11 
form as discussed in the previous section. Ana1ytical considerations indicate 
that the crack may form at the top or the bottom of the wall. Naturally, 
this depends on the proportions of the wall. For walll with greater height 
to depth ratios than that of the test specimens, the crack would be likely 
to fonm at the bottom. The top crack was observed in everyone of the 
specl_ens tested (Fig. 5.100). 
The top crack transforms the specimen into the system shown in 
Fige 5.10d. This creates two critical sections: axial tenSion in the beam 
(The shear is transmitted through the ufloor systemil .. This would not have 
been the case if the specimen had been loaded at the upper end of the tension 
cohmm .. ) and ccmbined shear axial tension in the tension column .. 
If the fal lure occurs in the tension column p the 10ad is suddenly 
transferred to the compression column which fonms a mechanism as shown in 
Fig .. S .. 10;:e with two plastic hinges.. If th-e lower ufreeu portion of the 
compression column is short 9 a shear i lure may also be observed. 
If the.shear strength of the tension co1umn is greater than the 
cracking load for beam, the beam wi 11 crack and load wi 11 be 
transmitted to rein If 
higher than the r st of 
to be as in Fig. 5.10e. On other 
fed 1, an ex t en I i on hi"g e in 
wi 11 be al in Fig. 5,,1 
tities rei to t 
t fol 
beam at the section Ie is 
splitting strength for concrete 
the st 
tension 
hand j i f 
beam 
lb 
70 ps I .. ) 
3tl 
h of reinforcement is 
column II failure is 11 ke 1'1 
tension column not 
fal lure ism 
are di in 
average cracking load of the 
on the measured average 
calcu1 cracki ng load 
for the Wit 11 was 3940 & the beam would be expected to crack 
in every frame-wall specimen 
The yield capaci of rei 
Frames with p ~ 0 .. 1%; f MIi 2630 lb 
'I 
Frames p ~ 1 .. 1%; ~ 2880 
Frames wi P = 2 .. Z%; A f ~ 5760 lb 
s y 
t cracking of the wali. 
in the beam was as follows: 
I t to 1 yielding beam would be simultaneous with 
cracking of the wall in the frames with p ~ 0.7 and 1.1%. 
Strength of the System Involving An ~tension Hinge in The Beam 
and Flexural Hinges in The Compression Column (Fig. 5011): The minimum 
flexural strength of ression column would be Ined with hinges 
n9 calculat load capacities would 
result: 
J2 
Reinforcement Moment Column Beam Total 
Ratio i ity ty 
0 .. 7 3740 500 2630 3130 
1 .. 1 4675 630 2880 3510 
2 .. 2 8170 1 5760 6845 
The column wou increase because of the effect 
of masonry. However 1/ it would be to ignore this ibiHtYe(Fig.5,,12) 
acting 
on t on column would be equal to greater of the following two 
quant i ties: ing the lOr t en s i 1 e ca pa cit y 
of the beam reinforcement (Fig. 5.10f). For the test specimens, these were 
as fo 11ows: 
Rei 
Ratio 
0.1 
1..1 
~L. :2 
Ma><imum 
PlOssible 
Shear 
2630 
2880 
5160 
Nominal 
Shear Stress 
335 
370 
There are two problems in evaluating the significance of these 
shear stresses. One is that the ilure is practically one of ilpure shear tl 
on a plane perpendicular tc the column a~is. The other is that the shear is 
combined with direct tension. In a case involving high a~ial tension, shear strength 
would be. limited to doweling. There is little parallel experimental evidence 
to which these numbers can be relat However, some conclusion can be drawn 
from the observed values. On the is of observation that very deep 
beams (no a~ial tension) lop nominal shear stresses on the order of 
3ffl to slf o ( 7 ), it is reasonab1e to assume that the frames with p ::z 2.2% 
c c 
would have a shear fai lure in tension c01umn and the others would be 
on the border line. This is ed by the test results. The frames 
with P = 2.2% has r fai lures in tension column at nominal shear 
stresses of 710,690 and 695 psi. of th~ frames with p = 1.1% developed a 
shear fai lure in column whi 1e the ot did not. 
After of the collapse mechanisms described above, 
the test specimen might sti 11 carry load as a result of friction resulting 
from the geometrical distortions of the reinforced concrete frame. The 
upper corner of the tension column shears off slides over the lower 
portion of the column. This part of the could be reduced to a free 
body as shown in Fig. 5.13. From equ i 11 b ri urn equat i on p the latera 1 load 
P is 
where ~ is the friction coefficient between wall and the concrete and could 
be taken as 0.45. 
Thus, P = 0,,45 ~ LG7 A f = 0.75 A f 
" s y s y 
For the wi th p ::z 1. 1%, P = 2160 lb. 
For the frame with p :a 2,,2%, p :a 4320 1 b. 
These values are upper bounds to the forces which may be developed. 
After a lateral deflection equal to half the depth of the column, 
the geometrical distortions and their effects are so large that 
further predictions appear to no practical ~alue. 
On the bas of the above consi ions, representative calculated 
load-deflection curves for frames wi 1.1%, and 2.2% reinforcement are 
shown in Fig" 5 .. and 5,. 15 e 
Safe lower bounds for energy-absorbing capacity for both curves 
(with an appro~imate safety factor of 2) are a1so shown by broken lines. 
6. 
6 1 
The ective of this is to ine t i b 1 i lure 
mechanisms and to lop methods of anal is for the calcu ion of safe 
lower bounds to energy absorbing capacity of frames th fi ller wa1js. 
A total of ten tests are reported. Three of these test frames 
were wi thout f i 11 er wa 11 s. Seven of were wi th fin er wa 11 so 1/8-
scale model reinforced concrete frames, were lt and fi lled with brick 
masonry. Beam and column cross sections measured 3 by 3~ine Three 
different percentages of steel reinforcement were used to have frames with 
different strengths. lateral loads were applied at the 1/3 points of the 
beam .. 
Frames without fi l1er walls fal led in flexure. They deve10ped a 
simple four-hinge mechanism having.,an plastic hinges in the columns .. 
Frames wi filler walls had their first cracks in the wall, 
approximately all at the same load. After cracking of the wall, load was 
transmitted to the frame and different types of mechanism were obtained 
according to the strength of the frame components. tn the frames with low 
percentage of reinforcement, an extension hinge occurred in the beam, and 
the compression column of frame loped a mechanism in Itself. Final 
fal lure occurred in t extension hinge or as it "pure i lure in the 
tension column. Fr .. es with high 
• 
of reinforcement fal led by 
"pure shear" fal lure of t tensi 00 coh.-n" 
Conventional methods were in the analysis of the frames 
wi thout fi 11er wa lIs. results the calculated values were in good 
agreement. 
The frames with fa 11er walls crack occurred in the 
b r i ckwa 11 were ana 1 it discrete element model. The location of the 
first crack was defined this 1. fal lure mechanisms following the 
formation of the crack in the well (fig. 5.10) were analysed with conventional 
methods" It was possible to define the load-deflection curves for these 
frame-wa 11 cOO'Dpoe{·te'and to 
absorbtion capacities. 
ne a lower bound for their energy 
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MARK ~ b h. h-
Pfl 3.01 J.OI 
2.92 2.99 
pn 3.03 3.01 
2.95 2.91 
fl 3.00 3.00 
2.94 2.94 
f2 :L9 1 3.00 
2.95 
f3 2.99 3.00 
2.95 2.9S 
F4 3.00 3.0i 
2.94 2.91 
f5 3.04 3.00 
2.93 2.95 
f6 3.00 3.00 
2.96 3.00 
F7 2.99 3.01 
2.97 2.98 
fa 3.00 3.00 
3.00 2.99 
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3.00 
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2.94 
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2.94 
1.01 
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-,-Vt 
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II 
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b 
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3.02 
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2.99 
l.OO 
3.00 
2.96 
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3.02 
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3.01 
2.91 
3.00 
2.91 
TABLE 4.1 
ZI 
15.62 
15.94-
15.87 
15.81 
15.81 
15.81 
15.94 
15.94 
15.87 
15.87 
DIMENSIONS OF TEST SPECIMENS 
12 Z3 Z4 Y d GIl 
db 
86.M 15.94 17.25 30.00 2.59 
11.19 15.87 17.25 30.00 2.65 
2.69 
11.25 15.81 11.25 30.00 2.73 
17.19 15.87 17.19 30~OO 2.57 
17.12 15.94- 17.2.5 30.00 2..62 
17.12 15.94 11.19 30.00 2.49 
11.31 15.8) 11.19 30.00 2.51 
11.31 15.87 17.25 30.00 2.63 
11.12 15.94 11.25 29.94 2.43 
2.67 
17.19 15.94 17.25 29.94 2.61 
2 3 
d d 
-.! a 
db db 
2.50 2.60 
2.63 2.52 
2.49 2.49 
2.59 
2.74-
2.60 
4 
d 
iii 
db 
2.61 
2.12 
2.79 
2.58 
2.59 
2.70 
2.39 
2.46 
2.51 
5 6 
d d 
~ 4iII 
db db 
2.69 2.68 
2.16 
2.51 
2.12 
2.60 
Z.6U 
2.66 2.71 
2.11 
2.45 
2.63 2.50 
2.59 
2.42 
2.57 
2.45 
2.60 2.15 
2.44 
II 
r- _~f) -, I outside hce 
of frUie 
~ d: ~I 
All dlaension5 3re given In inches. 
L _ 
Z2 Z3 l4 
-t--l: 
v I 
f rMle D i mens i 005 Section Dimensions 
w 
00 
TABLE 4 .. 2 t\ATERIAl PROPERTB ES 
Concrete Mortar Steel 
p age f • f f E a~le f 8 f f f I C sp r em rm y s 
Hark Type % day psi psi psi 6 10 psi dc.y psi psi ksi ksi 
PF1 F 0.1 45 5610 550 3 .. 41 42 .. 5 58 .. 8 
PF2 W 0 .. 7 31 5320 600 3. 16 1 :3 1220 360 42.5 58 .. 8 
Fl W 2 .. 2 28 4920 440 1030 3.53 12 1200 280 29 .. 5 42 .. 6 
F2 f 2.2 28 5380 440 960 3.41 29.5 42.6 
F3 W 1 .1 29 5330 530 810 3 .. 87 17 1310 420 29.5 42 .. 6 
F4 F 1 .. 1 31 5530 480 1100 3.29 29 .. 5 42 .. 6 
FS W 2.2 47 5770 420 850 3 .. 79 35 1250 350 30 .. 6 43.4 
F6 W 2 .. 2 35 3910 340 900 3 .. 16 30 1390 470 30.6 43 .. 4 
F1 W 1..1 23 4850 360 1070 3 .. 09 17 1230 390 3006 43.4 
Fa w 1 .. 1 17 4270 440 820 2 .. 88 14 1520 530 30.6 43 .. 4 
F - F "ames wi thout fill ef' wa 11 s E - modulus of deformation for concrete 
W - Frames with filler walls fB - compressive strength of mortar 
em 
f 8 
- compressive strength of concrete f modulus of rupture of mortar 
c rm 
f - tensile strength of concrete f - yield stress of steel 
sp y 
f - modulus of rupture of concrete f 8 - ultimate steel stress r s 
~ 
E 5. 1 CRACK; NG TH FI LLER 
MARK Pul Pcb P cbc 
lb lb lb 
PF2 3750 3750 3940 0~95 
Fl 5550 3500 3940 0.89 
f3 3500 3500 3940 0.89 
F5 5350 4250 3940 1 .. 08 
f6 5400 5000 3940 1.27 
F7 4270 4000 3940 1. 0 1 
Fa 4650 4500 3940 Ie 14 
Pu1 - ultimate Joad applied to test specimen 
Pcb - measured cracking load of wall 
P b - calculated cracking load of wall 
c c 
P 
% 
0.7 
2,,2 
1.1 
2.2 
202 
101 
1.1 
• • 
'fr • I HARK ress 
psi psi 
PF2 "85 120 156 150 
Fl 112 138 
F3 ,79 112 146 138 
F5 94 177 167 
F6 113 157 208 198 
F7 90 127 1457 162 
Fa 102 188 182 
p == Cracking 1 of we 11 S • first moment of area of 
homogenous section 
A == Horizontal cross-sectional area of 
• moment of inertia of c concrete homogenous section 
Ab == Horizontal eross-sectiona1 area of St • first moment of area of wa 11 transformed section 
0 iiIIlI! Depth of specimen, (36 in .. ) 
It • momen t . o·f inertia of 
transformed section b iiIIlI! Wi dth of wall ,(7/8 in .. ) 
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